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ike many Chinese, Zong Zhaoxiang wishes nothing but the best
for the Chinese car industry – yet
he won’t be buying a Chinese car anytime
soon.
The 52-year-old chairman of a
Shanghai chemical company, Zong said
he expects Chinese-branded cars to have
bright prospects. However, he loves the
comfort, quality and image projected by
his black Mercedes-Benz S-class, and
he said he may buy another MercedesBenz model or a BMW in the future. “If
Chinese-made cars were better designed
and could demonstrate your status, more
people might buy them,” Zong said.
Not all of Zong’s compatriots can
afford a Mercedes-Benz, of course. But
most of them still prefer foreign brands
to domestic ones. Volkswagen and General Motors sold the greatest number of
vehicles in China in 2011, the world’s
largest car market, followed by Nissan,
Hyundai and Kia. All domestic car makers combined captured only about 30% of
their home market, the lowest proportion
of any major economy.
This is not what Beijing intended.
In contrast to other “strategic” industries
like telecom and banking, the auto industry has been gradually opened to foreign
investment over the past two decades,
as Beijing allowed foreign car makers to
form joint ventures with domestic partners. But the goal was always to help
Chinese manufacturers acquire the technologies and expertise necessary to build
their own strong brands, an outcome that
eludes the industry.
As markets in the US and Europe
stagnate, the focus of the auto industry has shifted to China. This has made
Beijing’s efforts to build a strong global
brand and profit from its own growth
boom all the more urgent. “The sun of
the automobile world is clearly shining
in Asia and specifically in China,” said
Geoff Broderick, Asia-Pacific general
manager at auto industry consultancy
J.D. Power & Associates. “[China] is
clearly going to be the sales leader for
the foreseeable future.”
Beijing aims to help Chinese companies capture about 50-60% of the market
by 2015, but that goal appears unattainable. Chinese cars are variously accused of
problems with quality, safety and styling,
but their biggest problem continues to be
brand strength – a conundrum that cannot be solved overnight.
“China is the world’s largest market,

but it doesn’t make any of the world’s leading brands,” said an employee of Guangzhou’s Chang’an Auto who asked not to
be named because he is not approved as a
company spokesperson. “We’re hosts, not
leaders.”
Race to the bottom
State-owned car makers – such as Shanghai Automotive Industry (Group) Corporation (SAIC), First Auto Works (FAW)
and Chang’an Automobile Group – have
begun paying more attention to building
their own brands, at Beijing’s urging.
It’s been an uphill battle. With shorter
histories, inferior technology and smaller
marketing budgets, their products are
mainly confined to the low-cost segment,
where profits are thinner. Meanwhile,
independent Chinese carmakers such as
Geely, Chery, BYD and Great Wall have
introduced their own low-price models,
intensifying competition.
Most Chinese brands continue to
trade on the China’s traditional forte:
driving down manufacturing costs and
making money on high volume and thin
margins. In contrast, foreign car brands
charge double or more and still sell far
more units, all on the strength of their
brand, technology and styling.
The playing field has tipped farther
towards foreign players in the past few
years. First, Beijing ended a tax break on
cars with engines smaller than 1.6 liters
last year. “The companies with smaller
vehicles tend to be Chinese-branded
carmakers. So they benefited most from
the stimulus and were hurt the most by
the removal of the stimulus,” said Bill
Russo, a senior advisor at consultancy
Booz & Co and the former head of
Chrysler Asia.
The policy had helped overall vehicle
sales to grow 46% year-on-year in 2009
and 32% year-on-year in 2010 – unsustainable rates of expansion, Russo said.
The termination of the tax break triggered both a slowdown in overall sales
and a reduction in the market share of
Chinese brands in 2011. Growth in sales
of domestic cars fell to a 13-year low. The
beating continued in the first quarter of
this year: Overall sales of passenger cars
declined 1.3% annually, while sales of
Chinese passenger cars slumped 8.1%.
This drop in sales has prompted car
companies to cut prices aggressively. Foreign auto makers are offering discounts of
25-30%, while some domestic auto makers have reduced prices by up to 50%.
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Holy Grail of the premium market
For Chinese carmakers, the key to
winning over more domestic buyers is
strengthening and elevating their brands.
As luxury car owners like Zong Zhaoxiang attest, Chinese buyers often make
purchase decisions based on a car’s ability
to demonstrate their status.
Since cheap public transportation is
widely available in Chinese cities, most
Chinese buyers view cars as a luxury purchase, rather than a necessity, said Scott
Laprise, an analyst at CLSA. “You get
a lot of people in China who just never

made in china: Nearly every major Chinese
city has its own auto manufacturing facilities

want to even buy a car until they can get
a BMW.”
The result is that demand in the
luxury car segment in China has been
“upside down” compared with other markets, auto analyst Michael Dunne writes
in “American Wheels, Chinese Roads:
The Story of General Motors in China.”

Quality Gap The difference between foreign and domestic brands is narrowing..
(Problems per 100 vehicles – lower score is better)
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Most Chinese companies are planning
aggressive expansions in the next five to
10 years that will further increase competition.
“Overall profitability is strongly
under pressure with the slowdown in the
market,” said Ivo Naumann, managing
director at consultancy AlixPartners.
“Going forward I think [Chinese carmakers] will have a very hard time. They
will not be able to expand the market
share on the low end much because of
competition, and they have a very hard
time moving up-market, where the quality and performance of the car plays a
more important role.”
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In the US and Germany, sales of luxury
cars decrease as the car’s price goes up,
as one might expect. Mercedes’ C-Class
sedan, its most affordable model, sells
best, followed by the E-Class, and then
the flagship S-class.
Until very recently, however, this
order was reversed in China: the S-class
(Zong Zhaoxiang’s chosen ride) was the
bestseller, followed by the E-Class and
then the C-class. This changed only four
years ago, when Mercedes localized production of the C- and E-Class sedans.
These two models are now significantly
cheaper than the S-Class because they
are not subject to a 25% import duty, said
Dunne. However, “China remains the No
1 S-Class market worldwide, and it still
makes a powerful statement when it pulls
up in front of the Portman Ritz Carlton
or Shanghai Links Country Club.”
Shang Yugui, a vice president and
spokesman at Chinese SUV maker Great
Wall, agreed that brand is a powerful
motivator. “Chinese consumers’ understanding of cars has improved, but they’re
still not very rational. Chinese consumers
are not buying a car; they’re not buying
its functions. They are buying face. That’s
very obvious in big cities.”
Chinese brands are understandably
eager to chase this demand by moving
their brands up-market. But building a
luxury brand is difficult and time-consuming – perhaps even impossible, said
Philippe Houchois, an auto analyst at
UBS.
The last brand to rise into the lux-

Small town, PRC: The promised land for
Chinese car companies?
Domestic car companies may be struggling in the wealthy and ultra-competitive markets of China’s major cities. But
many industry insiders suggest they will
fare much better in the developing markets of China’s smaller towns and cities.
Most people in China still do not own
cars – 70% of those who bought a car in
China last year were first-time buyers.
But personal cars are far more common
in the first-tier cities of China’s coast –
Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou and Shenzhen. The wave of personal car ownership is just beginning to reach smaller
cities.
This will likely change the structure
of China’s auto industry. Consumers in
lower-tier cities have less affinity for foreign brands. They also have less disposable income, making the cheap prices
and gas-sipping engines of Chinese car
makers much more palatable.
“Consumers in third- and fourth-tier
cities are much more price sensitive than
consumers in the first-tier cities,” said
Wang You, investor relations spokesperson for state-owned Dongfeng Motor. “As
a result, there’s likely to be a more stable
market for domestic brands there.”
The opening up of lower-tier city
markets will definitely be a boon to
domestic companies. Autofacts, a division of PwC, projects that the number of
vehicles sold in China will nearly double
to 27 million between now and 2018.
Second- and third-tier cities and other
less developed regions are expected to
drive nearly 80% of that growth.

Two can play this game

But there are some bumps on this road
to riches. For one, expanding sales networks into lower-tier cities may be a
challenge for domestic brands, many of

Foreign leaders
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whom already struggle to provide consistent service across their networks.
“[Domestic car brands] will need to go
expand their operations into smaller
towns and cities. This could affect their
brand image if it’s not handled well,”
said Shang Yugui, a vice president and
spokesperson for Great Wall Motors.
And of course, the ability of Chinese
companies to capitalize on this growth
hinges on remaining competitive in the
low-cost segment. But this, too, is under
pressure.
One source of competition is lowpriced foreign brands such as Hyundai
and Kia, which are cheap and fuel-efficient enough to appeal to first-time buyers with relatively low incomes. “[Hyundai and Kia] tend to be very attractive
alternatives to locally branded cars,
because they are priced not all that much
higher, about 20-50% higher depending
on what product you’re talking about,”
said Bill Russo, an independent advisor
at consultancy Booz & Co.
Another source of competition is
Sino-foreign joint ventures. At the behest
of the central government, JVs such as
Shanghai-GM, Mercedes-Beijing and
Toyota-Guangzhou have begun launching their own low-priced, joint-venture
brands. Beijing’s goal is to encourage
more technology transfer – the idea
being that to produce a cheap car in
China, foreign companies will have to
localize their products.
But the upshot is that the lower segment is becoming even more saturated
with competitive, low-priced products,
such as the Everus 1, from Honda’s joint
venture with Guangzhou Auto, and the
Baojun, a small family car produced by
General Motors’ joint venture with SAIC
and Wuling.
The Baojun brand “is targeted at
price-sensitive, first-time lower-tier
city buyers, and that’s going to directly
compete against the Geely, Great Wall
and Chang’an own-branded products,”
Russo said. “The policy objective is to
get the foreign companies to share more
of their technology, but in the process
they’re actually creating more competition in an already hyper-competitive
market.”

Source: Michael Dunne, Dunne & Company
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ury segment was Lexus in the 1980s
in North America, he said. Outside of
North America, however, Lexus is often
still not recognized as a premium brand.
“I think brands exist or they don’t, but you
don’t make new [luxury] brands anymore.
They’re very historic, and it’s difficult to
create new ones,” Houchois said.
Slow going
The luxury segment may be off-limits,
but some Chinese companies have been
able to move somewhat up-market.
SAIC successfully entered the highend market in the last few years with
the release of “Roewe,” a brand based on
intellectual property acquired when British car maker MG Rover went bankrupt

Unsteady
China’s passenger car market
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in 2005. Geely, a private car maker that
acquired Swedish brand Volvo in 2010,
has also won market share by gathering
its high-end products together under one
nameplate, “Emgrand.”
Overall, however, few Chinese carmakers have been able to establish a reputation for quality and comfort. Sometimes this is merely a matter of lagging
consumer perception (see chart on page
36), but often there are still quality and
technology gaps between foreign and
Chinese brands.
For example, many Chinese companies have yet to master the technology for
building automatic transmissions (Geely
is an exception, having acquired Australia’s Drivetrain Systems International, the
world’s second-largest automatic transmission company, in 2009). Chinese car
brands also tend to lag behind in terms of
styling, marketing and after-sales service.
“The fact is that the quality is not yet
completely there,” said Naumann of AlixPartners. “[Chinese manufacturers] have
made great progress over the last seven to
eight years, but they are not yet there.”
Analysts said many Chinese companies also tend to face operational chal-

‘Chinese consumers are
not buying a car; they’re
not buying its functions.
They are buying face.
That’s very obvious in
big cities’
- SHANG YUGUI, GREAT
WALL MOTORS
lenges. Even if a company has mastered
advanced technologies, they may still
have trouble designing a car as a logical
package, creating an efficient business
model to support it, and then fitting that
car into a complementary portfolio of
products.
“Improving technology is no longer
the problem. The problem is now how to
turn technology into a widely competitive
product,” the Chang’an employee said.
“How to transform first-rate technology into classic products, how to transform classic products into best-selling

Tooth and nail: Why China is home to the world’s most fragmented
auto industry
China’s car industry gives the impression
of a badly tended garden, overgrown and
sprawling. Instead of pruning, wayward
car plants have received big doses of
government support. As a result, China
is home to the world’s most fragmented
auto industry. According to LMC Automotive, Chinese and foreign auto makers
now offer 94 car brands and 476 models in China, compared with less than 40
brands and about 370 models in the US,
the world’s second largest market.
Many Chinese brands cling to a tiny
share of the market. The top 10 foreign
and Chinese manufacturers account for
about 80% of the Chinese market, while
more than 100 other companies compete
in China for the remaining 20%, said Bill
Russo, an analyst at Booz & Co.
With so many players, the central
government has been forced to split its
subsidies many ways, and companies
have had more difficulty capturing consumer attention. That has made it difficult for national champions to arise. Both
Beijing and industry analysts insist that
industry consolidation is an essential part
of building strong Chinese car brands.
But consolidation has been a long
time coming. Any effort to slim down
the industry has to take on profitable car
companies and powerful local interests.

A history lesson

The industry’s basic design dates back to
Deng Xiaoping, who jump-started China’s
economy in the 1980s by encouraging
a wave of decentralization. Shanghai,
Changchun, Wuhan and other cities were
encouraged to build car companies that
supplied local cadres and state-owned
companies – a system that persists today.
China’s sea of brands became even
wider as Beijing gradually began allowing foreign companies to establish joint
ventures in China. Unlike Japan or Korea,
which built strong domestic industries by
banning foreign companies altogether,
China grudgingly began to accept foreign-local joint ventures beginning with
Volkswagen in 1984.
The original idea was to give stateowned enterprises the opportunity to
transfer technology from these partnerships that they could use in creating

their own brands. Ultimately, however,
these JVs may have waylaid the creation
of domestic brands. Analysts say that
joint-venture products like the Volkswagen Santana and the Buick Sail were so
successful and profitable in China’s rarified market that, for most of the 1990s,
both Chinese car companies and local
officials were happy to sit back and watch
the money roll in, instead of working to
improve the quality of domestic products.
“I think where the error has been is
that the free money is probably making
car companies fat, dumb and happy,” said
one Beijing-based industry analyst.

Where to from here?

The central government has aimed to
consolidate the industry into six or fewer
companies since its inception, but progress has been slower than expected.
Analysts say that situation is unlikely to
change soon. There are two basic ways to
consolidate the industry – bankruptcies
and initiatives led by the central government – and neither seems likely to occur
in the next few years.
The most efficient and organic way to
slim down the industry would be through
bankruptcies. But Jenny Gu, an analyst
at J.D. Power and Associates, said she
doesn’t expect many Chinese car makers
to fold in the next two years, since most
earned a lot of money from the sales
boom of 2009 and 2010.
And while profitability is on the
decline, overall industry profits remain
higher than in developed markets, said
Ivo Naumann, managing director at consultancy AlixPartners. “So far I don’t think
the pain is high enough that you would

see a massive consolidation process. It
would take several years of profitability
under pressure before really the consolidation process would take up speed.”
The industry could also be consolidated by government mandate. Beijing
has forced through consolidations before,
but they tend to be slow and painful. “The
key obstacle here is the so-called provincial interest. When you set up a car plant
in some city or province, it contributes a
lot to local tax revenue and employment,”
said Huaibin Lin, an analyst at IHS Automotive. Local governments have often
made big investments in attracting these
facilities, for example, offering generous
tax breaks and discounted land, and they
want to see them run their course.
“These investments take four or five
years to plan and they last for 20-30
years,” Kevin Wale, managing director
of GM China, said at an American Chamber of Commerce event in Shanghai in
March. “It’s not unusual that once a city
has welcomed you into their culture and
their operations that they’re going to continue to try to support you, because [auto
manufacturers] are a major source of
revenue growth, and associated business
and technical skills sets.”
The auto industry demonstrates how
Beijing’s role is sometimes limited in a
decentralized economy. “That decentralization of power at local levels runs totally
contrary to strategy to building a powerful auto industry with strong brands,”
said Michael Dunne, an independent
auto analyst. “People have been asking
me about consolidation since 1990, and
it just hasn’t been going that way at all,”
he said.

Too many detroits

Nearly every major Chinese city has its own car brand
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conspicuous consumption: BMW, Mercedes-Benz
and Audi remain popular choices for China’s well-heeled

products – that’s not just a question of
technology, but of marketing and management.”
Long road ahead
Several Chinese companies are ahead of
the pack in mastering these processes.
Geely and SAIC, for example, both posses strong technology and have introduced higher-end brands. And while the
track record of SOEs like FAW, Dongfeng Motor and Guangzhou Auto have
been unimpressive thus far, Scott Laprise
of CLSA said he expects them to benefit
in the long run from their access to foreign brands and technology they derive
from their foreign joint ventures.
Many analysts are also bullish about
Great Wall, an independent brand that
concentrates on SUVs and pick-ups.

Let's make a deal
Breakdown of foreign vs domestic car sales, 2005-2011
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‘You get a lot of people
in China who just never
want to even buy a car
until they can get a
BMW’
- SCOTT LAPRISE, CLSA
Laprise praises the company for its strong
exports, good brand recognition, quality
and cash position. State-owned car maker
Chery has also introduced some competitive models, like the Riich and the Regal,
though Huaibin Lin of consultancy IHS
Automotive cautioned that the company
has had problems with management and
cost control.
Overall, Chinese car companies are
making progress. Most analysts acknowledge that it will just be a matter of time
before they catch up. “The Chinese
brands will clearly have the same level
of quality and styling as the foreign ones
do [in the future],” said Broderick of J.D.
Power & Associates. “And as soon as their
brand equity catches up, then I think you
will see more of a growth rate of Chinese
brands.”

Unfortunately, this could take a long
time. Most industry people project that
Chinese carmakers will need another
five to 10 years to perfect their processes
and technology, and perhaps more time
to solidify their brand. To make the shift,
Chinese car makers will need to change
their focus from quantity during the
boom years to quality now, said Luo Lei,
deputy secretary-general of the China
Automobile Dealers Association.
As a result, the market share of Chinese carmakers will probably increase
only gradually in the years to come and
fall far short of Beijing’s target of 50-60%
market share. IHS Automotive projects Chinese manufacturers will capture
37-38% of the domestic market by 2020,
up from around 30% currently.
“Some voices are still casting doubt
on the development of independent
brands … Consumers just need to be a
little patient – we’ll mature and progress,”
said the Chang’an employee.
Spend money to make money
One factor that could speed this process is outbound acquisitions. The surest
way for Chinese companies to get ahead
seems to be by acquiring foreign brands
and technology – as Geely did with Volvo
and Drivetrain Systems International,

RACE to the finish
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and SAIC did with MG Rover.
“I think, left alone, nothing changes.
Chinese auto makers … wouldn’t make
much progress,” said Michael Dunne, the
author of “American Wheels, Chinese
Roads.” “But they have enough political
will that they could start acquiring more
brands. Volvo’s already there, there was

an effort to buy Saab. You could see, for
example, Chrysler or Dodge or Fiat or
Hugo or Citroen or weaker global brands
get acquired.”
Of course, that raises the question of
whether these companies would qualify as
“Chinese brands.” Would Beijing accept
an acquired foreign brand as the domestic

champion that it has been searching for?
Perhaps China’s central planners can
take heart in the fact that the situation
swings the other way. By setting up shop
in China, multinational car makers are, to
a certain extent, also becoming Chinese
operations. Laprise of CLSA cited the
example of General Motors, which has
localized management and parts production in China, and even designs half of its
worldwide platforms in Shanghai.
“What is GM in China? A Chinese
car maker or a foreign car maker? I mean
that philosophically,” he said. “You’re paying all these people in local salaries; you’re
reinvesting a vast majority of your profits
into the local entity. What is not Chinese
about Shanghai GM?”
Even Mercedes-Benz, that paramount of car quality, is localizing production of its luxury models. Its Beijing Benz
joint-venture assembles and manufactures the E-Class and C-Class in China;
someday this may be joined by the flagship S-Class.
Perhaps the next time Shanghainese
businessman Zong Zhaoxiang buys a
Mercedes-Benz, it will be a little more
“Chinese” than the last time.
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